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THE EASIEST AND
MOST AFFORDABLE
ELD SYSTEM
Electronic Logs + GPS Tracking + IFTA
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ELD SOLUTION
The complete ELD solution for your fleet
The KeepTruckin ELD hardware plugs into your vehicles's diagnostic port and
automatically records drive time in compliance with DOT regulations. Drivers
simply connect to the ELD from their iPhone, iPad or Android device via
Bluetooth. Setup takes just a few minutes. Once connected, fleet managers can
automate log auditing, IFTA reporting, GPS tracking, and more.
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Electronic Logging Device (ELD) Electronic Logbook App

Web Dashboard

The KeepTruckin ELD installs in

KeepTruckin gives your drivers a free

KeepTruckin automatically audits your

minutes. Simply plug it into the

and easy to use mobile application to

drivers' logs for violations and notiﬁes

diagnostic port in your vehicle and

record their logs on their iPhone, iPad,

you in real-time of any errors. Plus,

wirelessly connect it to the

or Android device. The KeepTruckin

from the KeepTruckin Dashboard you

KeepTruckin Electronic Logbook App.

Electronic Logbook App is approved by can GPS track vehicles, send

For as little as $20 per vehicle / month,

the DOT and wirelessly syncs via

messages to drivers, and quickly ﬁle

your fleet can be compliant with the

Bluetooth with the KeepTruckin ELD.

IFTA reports.

ELD mandate.

Over 300,000 and 10,000 fleets trust
KeepTruckin with their electronic logs. The
ELD mandate doesn't have to be a headache.
keeptruckin.com

(855) 434 - ELOG

sales@keeptruckin.com

WHY KEEPTRUCKIN
The final Electronic Logging Device mandate will be enforced by December
2017 and applies to over 4-million commercial vehicles. Drivers who maintain
records of duty status will be required to adopt ELDs in order to stay compliant.
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Easy to use

Fast implementation

Competitive price

Thousands of drivers rate KeepTruckin

KeepTruckin's ELD is a simple plug and

Many fleets wonder how ELDs will

a nearly perfect 5-stars on the Android

play. You just plug the ELD into the

impact their bottom line. The

& Apple iOS app stores. When rolling

diagnostic port and it automatically

KeepTruckin ELD starts at just

out technology, driver adoption is

pairs with the KeepTruckin Electronic

$20/month, without any upfront costs.

critical. Go with the ELD provider

Logbook App. Installation takes just

It's the highest quality and most

drivers rate higher than anyone else.

minutes and doesn't require a

affordable electronic logging system

mechanic.

on the market.
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Fleetmatics

Teletrac

Upfront Fee for ELD
Hardware

$0

$0

$0

Monthly Per Vehicle Fee
for ELD Subscription

$20

$51

$52

keeptruckin.com

Rand McNally

Omnitracs

PeopleNet

$299

$799

$1200

$39

$22

$40
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ABOUT KEEPTRUCKIN
KeepTruckin is on a mission to improve the efficiency and profitability of America’s trucking industry by building great technology
products for truck drivers and fleet managers. The company provides drivers with the number one rated Electronic Logbook App for
iOS & Android. The KeepTruckin Dashboard for fleets helps teams audit driver logs, manage IFTA fuel taxes, and track vehicles in
real-time. KeepTruckin is trusted by over 200,000 drivers and 7,500 fleets. The company is backed by GOOGLE VENTURES.
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